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primary grades in developing the children's language ability
may be summed up as follows:
1.	To increase the number of words in the child's vocabulary
and to enrich the meanings of the words already known.
a.	Provide new experiences and talk about them after-
wards. A visit to a flower store, a toy store, the zoo,
or a cotton mill introduces many new ideas and many
new words.
b.	Provide pictures and talk about them informally.
c.	Introduce a new word each week in your own speech,
using it frequently and incidentally in talking with
the pupils.
d.	Use vivid and correct language in talking to the child.
Do not "talk down" to the children; do not limit
yourself to words with which they are very familiar,
or to a continuous use of only simple sentence struc-
ture.
e.	Tell stories, repeating favorites often.
f.	Encourage the children's own reading, as reading exerts
an increasing influence on their vocabulary.
g.	Enunciate and speak slowly and directly to the child.
2.	To increase the child's ability to speak in an interesting,
direct, and forceful way.
a.	Provide opportunities for each child to tell to a group
something that the group is eager to hear about.
b.	Provide opportunities for one child to make explana-
tions to another child.
3.	To correct language errors in cases in which these unfortu-
nately have crept into the child's speech due to poor
environment or poor teaching.
a.	In certain of the audience situations, tell. the child
to make believe he is the teacher and to speak as
correctly as possible.
b.	Find out which grammatical errors occur most fre-
quently. Provide frequent situations in which the
correct form of these errors will be called for. Ex'
plain to the child specifically, when possible, why one
is right and the other wrong. "He aint" means "he
am not." We say "he is," not "he am." "He isn't"
therefore, would be correct.

